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Introduction 
 
Modal interference and modal noise can occur when field-installable connectors containing 
short fiber stubs, such as the Corning Cable Systems  UniCam  and FuseLite , are used in 
single-mode systems.  By design, the effect of modal interference and modal noise on 
performance in the Corning Cable Systems’ UniCam and FuseLite connectors is small.  
 
What is modal interference? 
 
Modal interference (MI) may occur when two joints (splices and/or connectors) occur less than 
1-2 meters apart.  The physical model for modal interference in a two joint system is illustrated 
in Figure 1.  Any core offset in the first joint couples a portion of light from the fundamental LP01 
mode into the secondary LP11 mode.  If the cutoff wavelength ( c ) of the short stub fiber is 
greater than the operating wavelength and no bends are present to strip out the LP11 mode, 
this fiber will operate in a multimode fashion.  When the light traveling in the LP11 mode 
reaches the second joint, any core offset may cause a portion of that light to recombine with the 
LP01 mode.  Because the effective refractive indices are different for the various modes in the 
stub, the optical path lengths are not equal and a signal phase difference will exist at the second 
joint when the modes recombine.  Interference during this re-combination can affect, either 
positively or negatively, the power level of the LP01 mode beyond the second joint.  This effect 
is called modal interference. 
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Figure 1: Two-joint, “single-mode” fiber system that generates modal interference. 
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Because modal interference is a function of wavelength, loss in a connector with a short fiber 
stub becomes periodic over a range of wavelengths above 1200 nm (refer to Figure 2).  The 
concern over MI then arises when the wavelengths used for testing and operating a system are 
different.  For example, if a system was tested at a wavelength that produced the loss occurring 
at the midpoint of an oscillation, but was then operated at a wavelength occurring at a valley or 
peak, the connector loss will be either better or worse than the test value, as can be seen in 
Figure 2. 
 
The level of modal interference is dependent on the individual joint efficiencies (or loss due to 
core offset), the relative loss between joints, and the design of the connector.  If insertion loss at 
either joint of the connector pair is low, then coupling between the LP01 and LP11 modes at that 
joint, and modal interference, will be minimized. 
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Figure 2: Spectral attenuation of a UniCam connector with higher than typical loss 
illustrating modal interference effects.  The oscillatory loss behavior above 1200 
nm is due to modal interference. 
What is modal noise? 
 
Multimode distributive feedback (DFB) laser transmitters are normally used for 1310 nm 
systems operating at Gbit/sec data rates.  Modal noise occurs when the source wavelength 
shifts randomly, resulting in a varying loss at a connector pair.  The dominant cause of this 
shifting, and modal noise, is “mode hopping” in the DFB laser, which typically produces shifts in 
wavelength of about one nanometer.  Figure 3 (an expanded portion of Figure 2) shows that 
even for a connector pair with high levels of modal interference, a wavelength shift of one 
nanometer causes a loss fluctuation of only ± 0.02 dB, which is insignificant. 
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Figure 3: Worst case modal noise near 1310 nm for a UniCam connector to factory installed connector 
pair. 
 
 
What can be done to minimize modal interference? 
 
To ensure that modal interference is minimized, Corning Cable Systems manufactures the 
UniCam and FuseLite connectors using a specially selected fiber for the stub.  The cutoff 
wavelength ( c ) of this fiber has been specified to minimize multimode operation of the stub in 
the 1310 nm range.  This fiber also has better core-to-cladding concentricity to minimize lateral 
core offset at the joints.  Additionally, a high refractive index epoxy is used to fix the stub into the 
ferrule; this helps to remove higher order modes from the stub, effectively reducing modal 
interference.   
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How do I know what the operating performance of a UniCam and FuseLite connector will 
be? 
 
The 1550 nm window is well above the cutoff wavelength and ensures single-mode operation in 
the stub.  However, the LP11 mode can be present in the stub at the 1300 nm window and 
cause MI.  Results of testing to determine the variation in loss (loss extremes) due to MI in the 
UniCam and FuseLite connectors within a 1260 to 1360 nm spectral range are shown in 
Figure 4, along with typical calculated values.  Incoherent loss is loss measured using a source 
with a large spectral width ( ), such as an LED, and excludes any modal interference effects.  
 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Typical values of insertion loss versus incoherent loss within the 1310 nm spectral 
window for UniCam and FuseLite connectors using a special stub fiber.  Discrete points 
represent measured values.  Solid lines are calculated values. 
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In Figure 4, measured minimum and maximum loss with MI present is plotted against incoherent 
loss, or loss without MI present.  As shown in this figure, the measured loss variation is within ± 
11% of incoherent loss for average losses below 1.0 dB.  This equates to a 40% reduction in 
modal interference from that of a UniCam and FuseLite connector using a standard fiber stub.  
 
For more information on modal interference and MI testing performed by Corning Cable 
Systems, a technical paper titled “Modal Interference in Field Installable Single-Mode Fiber 
Optic Connectors” is available.  
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